In the Background of Education in Modern Medicine, the Exploration of Education among Medical Students Was Carried Out
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Abstract. The cultivation of applied talents with high quality skills is inseparable from moral education education, This paper analyzes and studies the status quo of education in moral education of medical students, To find out the characteristics of education in moral education of medical students and the problems and causes in education in moral education, Combined with moral education education in the formation of good moral character in the role, status and important significance, Combining theory with practice, studying countermeasures and exploring how to carry out moral education education in medical education, finally achieving good moral education education effect.

College students are the future of the motherland, the people of hope, to carry out the study of the problem of the medical students moral education in the new period, analyzes influence factors of medical students the actual effect of moral education method, help to understand the medical students moral education in the new period, to further improve the comprehensive quality of medical students, further research and exploration to improve medical students' moral level in the new period, the effective ways to improve medical students' moral education work, is of great theoretical and practical significance. Due to long-term emphasis on skill application and lightweight education, education level of moral education in institutions of higher learning is not high, and in the context of education in modern medicine, the teaching level of schools is affected and the effect of education is also affected[1]. At present, many achievements have been made in the research on the current situation, existing problems and corresponding countermeasures of medical students’ moral education in the academic circle. However, the overall development rate is far from the actual speed. The status of education research on moral education of medical students further shows the urgency and importance of studying education in moral education of medical students.

Current Situation of Education in Moral Education of Medical Students.

The difficulties of education in moral education for post-90s college students.
Due to the continuous development of The Times, we can see that the people who enter the university campus are all the post-90s generation. The environment they live in and various kinds of information and temptations they are exposed to have undergone tremendous changes. To be sure, At present, the mainstream of medical students' ideological and moral status is good, but they are all grown up under the care of their parents, and there are some problems, The main performance: The ability to resist setbacks is weak, the ability to cooperate is weak, the ideal belief is weak, the gratitude consciousness is poor and so on. Some scholars believe that with the establishment and improvement of the socialist market economy system, Compared with the past, the ideology of medical students is diversified. Their world view, outlook on life and values show the characteristics of enthusiasm, diversity, reality and self-orientation. Moral education workers in medical colleges must review the situation, adjust their work thinking in time, and improve the traditional education model and education method. In order to cultivate more "four have" new people. Yang Yang believed that the harmonious society puts forward new requirements for the moral education in colleges and universities. Secondly, we should take life as the foundation and optimize the moral education curriculum resources. Finally, we should recognize the importance of
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creating a good moral atmosphere.

Teachers should pay more attention to education in moral education.

Under the new background of education in medicine, education concept of humanistic quality has been continuously deepened, and many universities attach more and more importance to students' moral education, stick to moral education. This raises a practical question, One of the important factors is the improvement of teachers' moral education teaching level. Many teachers of specialized courses in colleges and universities have a high level of professional education, with solid professional knowledge and high professional education skills. However, there are some deficiencies in moral education education. In professional courses, moral education education is not well integrated with moral education education [2]. In particular, some teachers of public courses ignore education in ideology and morality, and fail to teach medical humanistic quality well. Education in moral education has a weak penetration ability and a low image among students. Therefore, the quality of moral education teaching will also be affected.

The influence of employment pressure on moral education education.

Medical students who graduate each year are under great employment pressure. The primary purpose was to master a skill through studying in college, Develop in the medical field and get a good job after graduation. However, the survey of employment situation has found that there is a huge gap between college students' salary and salary expectation after employment. Many medical students have to face the severe employment situation, and some students simply take a indifferent attitude. Therefore, some students think that they may not find a good job after graduation from university, and that education in moral education cannot help them get a good job. The theory of education in moral education is useless, which makes education in moral education in colleges and universities very difficult [3].

Analysis on Factors Influencing Education in Moral Education of Medical Students and Corresponding Countermeasures.

The impact of the Internet + environment.

Zhang Shuai[4] believed that the spread of a large number of negative moral information in the network society will produce a certain negative effect. At the present stage, the negative moral information on the Internet has a tendency of agglomeration and amplification due to its negative effect. Strengthening students' ability of moral critical thinking and moral discrimination is an important way to avoid the risk of negative moral information on the Internet for school moral education. Fang Bingli[5] believed that moral education depends on a certain cultural environment, and the cultural environment of the school is unique and multidimensional. The multi-dimensional alienation between moral education work and school cultural environment is an important reason for the poor effect of school moral education in China. Only by developing in conformability, innovating in inheritance, improving in construction and increasing efficiency in life can the effectiveness of school moral education be improved fundamentally. Feng Guang[6] believed that cultivating college students' happiness is a basic education to enhance the effectiveness of moral education in colleges and universities. It provides internal impetus for enhancing the effectiveness of moral education and opens up a basic path for the daily life of moral education. It laid a foundation for medical students to form correct outlook on life and values, and created good psychological and emotional conditions for the benign development of medical students' spiritual beliefs, psychological quality and moral quality. Sun Longguo[7] pointed out that the countermeasures to solve the problem are mainly proposed to attach importance to and strengthen China's ideological and political education, attach importance to classroom education and network ideological and political education. He Aihua[8] considered that the construction of teacher's morality constitutes an important environment for moral education in colleges and universities and is the basic guarantee for realizing the goal of moral education. Paying attention to the construction of teachers' morality and taking life as the foundation is the best idea education. In view of the problems existing in the construction of teacher ethics in medical colleges, it is necessary to strengthen the self-discipline of teachers and improve their inner integrity. Strengthening education...
and improving teachers’ sense of professional honor. We will strengthen other laws, set up strong incentive and restraint mechanisms, promote the construction of teachers' ethics, and ensure that moral education in medical colleges and universities is effective. Chen Ruiping[9] believed that the network is deeply favored by students due to its characteristics of individuality, interactivity and virtuality. The application of network carriers also widens the space and channels of moral education and enhances the attraction of moral education. Xu Xiaowei[10] pointed out that feixin, weibo, WeChat and BBS have become important places for medical students to express public opinion. This raises new challenges and new issues for the work of education. To explore new measures to strengthen education in network politics of medical colleges and to explore new functions of education in network environment. Correctly guiding the online public opinion of medical students and expanding the breadth and depth of education in medical colleges and universities is of practical significance and theoretical guiding significance for strengthening education in medical colleges and universities.

Situation education permeates moral education education.

Situation teaching method is a teaching situation that teachers should set according to the clinical teaching practice and the students' actual situation, so as to arouse students' interest in learning. In the teaching of medical specialized courses, teachers of specialized courses should set up situations related to specialized courses, which will arouse the resonance of students. The purpose of medical education is to cultivate high-quality compound medical talents for the society. Therefore, the teaching of specialized courses and moral education education should be related to professional education, aiming at improving students' competence in posts. Professional teachers keep infiltrating education and doctor-related professional quality in clinical teaching, which should be related to the development situation of today's society. They should integrate education with specialized courses to create a clinical teaching atmosphere, so as to improve the teaching quality of specialized courses and the teaching effect of medical moral education.

Chinese traditional culture promotes moral education.

At present, college students lack moral sense. Because he was overindulged by his family since his childhood, he formed a self-centered personal value concept, lacked gratitude and benevolence, and showed a narrow mind and arrogance. In society, it is easy to be seduced by interests or act against morality, causing harm to oneself, family and society [11]. These problems are the reflection of low cultural literacy and lack of correct moral values. China has a profound traditional culture, and a large number of high-quality and high-quality characters have emerged since ancient times. Education is carried out by integrating these characters' deeds into education in class, which plays a significant role in promoting the cultivation of moral cultivation of students' will quality. The contemporary university should take the good faith as the expensive, with the strict discipline oneself to treat others kindly as the principle of doing things. Through the infiltration of traditional Chinese culture, education in moral education has been carried out throughout the whole education process, achieving all-round education of people, the whole staff and the whole process of educating people.

The improvement of moral education in medical colleges cannot be separated from the joint efforts of the society. The key factor lies in the play of moral education in schools. To improve the comprehensive quality of medical students through moral education. With the change of social reality and medical students, this problem has attracted more and more attention from scholars and moral education workers in colleges and universities. Under the new situation, the whole society work together to dig the moral education resources advantage, injected the fresh blood and dynamic method, and the best method of theory research results or reasonable in practice in the process of concrete practice of moral education, perhaps in this way can we truly improve the moral level medical colleges in the new period, to achieve the development of the medical students moral education, perfecting and enhanced its effectiveness.
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